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PERTURBATIONS OF BANACH FRAMESAND ATOMIC DECOMPOSITIONSOLE CHRISTENSENy and CHRISTOPHER HEILzAbstract. Banach frames and atomic decompositions are sequences which have basis-like propertiesbut which need not be bases. In particular, they allow elements of a Banach space to be written as combi-nations of the frame or atomic decomposition elements in a stable manner. However, these representationsneed not be unique. Such exibility is important in many applications. In this paper, we prove thatframes and atomic decompositions in Banach spaces are stable under small perturbations. Our results arestrongly related to classic results on perturbations of Paley/Wiener and Kato. We also consider dualityproperties for atomic decompositions, and discuss the consequences for Hilbert frames.Key words. atomic decompositions, Banach frames, frames, perturbationsAMS(MOS) subject classications. 42C99, 46B99, 46C991. Introduction. Frames for Hilbert spaces were introduced by Dun and Scha-eer [DS] as part of their seminal research in nonharmonic Fourier series. Daubechies,Grossmann, and Meyer [DGM] later found a fundamental new application, to wavelet andwindowed Fourier transforms. Frames continue to play an important role in each of theseareas.A set of vectors fyig in a Hilbert space H is a (Hilbert) frame if the norms kxkHand kfhx; yiigk`2 are equivalent. Dene Ux = fhx; yiig. Then UUx = Phx; yii yi is aninvertible mapping of H onto itself. With ~yi = (UU) 1yi, we have the reconstructionformulas x = Xhx; ~yii yi = Xhx; yii ~yi: (1)The collection f~yig also forms a frame, the dual frame of fyig. The representations in(1) need not be unique: fyig need not be a basis. A frame which is a basis must be aRiesz basis. Conversely, all Riesz bases are frames. The basic theory of frames in Hilbertspaces can be found in Dun and Schae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2 ole christensen and christopher heilmula (1). This does not hold in Banach spaces in general. A decomposition of a Banachspace is therefore dened as follows.Definition 1. Let X be a Banach space and let Xd be an associated Banach space ofscalar-valued sequences indexed by N = f1; 2; 3; : : :g. Let fyigi2N  X 0 and fxigi2N  Xbe given. If:(a) fhx; yiig 2 Xd for each x 2 X,(b) the norms kxkX and kfhx; yiigkXd are equivalent, and(c) x =P1i=1hx; yiixi for each x 2 X,then (fyig; fxig) is a (linear) atomic decomposition of X with respect to Xd. If the normequivalence is given by A kxkX  kfhx; yiigkXd  B kxkX , then A, B are a choice ofatomic bounds for (fyig; fxig).Some examples of atomic decompositions in Banach function spaces are the \-transform" of Frazier and Jawerth [FJ] and Feichtinger and Grochenig's constructions[FG], [G].An atomic decomposition provides a factorization of the identity map I onX. That is,I is written as a composition of the coecient mapping x 7! fhx; yiig and the reconstructionoperator fcig 7!P ci xi. Such series reconstructions are theoretically appealing. However,for numerical implementations it is often preferable to formulate the reconstruction opera-tor via an iteration or other algorithm. We therefore make the following denition, whichallows freedom in the form of the reconstruction operator.Definition 2. Let X be a Banach space and let Xd be an associated Banach spaceof scalar-valued sequences indexed by N. Let fyigi2N  X 0 and S:Xd ! X be given. If:(a) fhx; yiig 2 Xd for each x 2 X,(b) The norms kxkX and kfhx; yiigkXd are equivalent, and(c) S is bounded and linear, and Sfhx; yiig = x for each x 2 X,then (fyig; S) is a Banach frame for X with respect to Xd. The mapping S is the recon-struction operator. If the norm equivalence is given by A kxkX  kfhx; yiigkXd  B kxkX ,then A, B are a choice of frame bounds for (fyig; S).Note that if U :X ! Xd is the coecient mapping dened by Ux = fhx; yiig then
perturbations of banach frames 3kSk 1, kUk are a choice of frame bounds for the Banach frame (fyig; S).Our purpose in this note is to prove that atomic decompositions and Banach framesare stable under small perturbations. This is inspired by corresponding classical perturba-tion results, e.g., the Paley-Wiener basis stability criteria [PW], [Y] and the perturbationtheorem of Kato [K]. We introduce new and weaker conditions which still ensure the desiredstability. This is not only of theoretical interest: we show that our results can be appliedto coherent state frames. This is not the case if standard basis perturbation results aremerely generalized directly to frames. (Retherford and Holub [RH] is an excellent surveyof perturbation results for bases.) In addition, we investigate duality properties of atomicdecompositions, and consider the consequences of our results for Hilbert frames. RelatedHilbert space results, partially inspired by a weak version of Theorem 2 rst proved in[He], have appeared in [C1], [C2], [C3].We assume throughout that sequences are indexed by N. We use the following termi-nology. We say that a sequence fcig is nite if only nitely many components are nonzero.A Banach space Xd of sequences is solid if whenever fbig and fcig are sequences withfcig 2 Xd and jbij  jcij then it follows that fbig 2 Xd and kfbigkXd  kfcigkXd . Forexample, let ej denote the delta sequence ej (i) = ij . If fejgj2N forms an unconditionalbasis for Xd then Xd is solid. It also follows in this case that Xd has an absolutely con-tinuous norm, i.e., if fcig 2 Xd then limn!1 kfci   ci  In(i)gkXd = 0, where fIng is anyfamily of subsets of N such that I1  I2     % N and In is the characteristic functionIn(i) = 1 if i 2 In, 0 if i =2 In. In particular, the hypotheses on Xd, X 0d in most of ourresults are satised if X 0d can be realized as a Banach space of sequences of scalars and iffejg forms an unconditional basis for both Xd and X 0d.2. Perturbation results. We rst show that Banach frames are stable under smallperturbations of the frame elements.Theorem 1. Let (fyig; S) be a Banach frame for X with respect to Xd. Let fzig X 0. If there exist ,   0 such that(a)  kUk +  < kSk 1, and(b) kfhx; yi   ziigkXd   kfhx; yiigkXd +  kxkX for all x 2 X,then there exists a reconstruction operator T such that (fzig; T ) is a Banach frame for X
4 ole christensen and christopher heilwith respect to Xd with frame bounds kSk 1   ( kUk + ), kUk+ ( kUk + ), where Uis the coecient mapping Ux = fhx; yiig.Proof. The hypotheses imply that the operator V :X ! Xd dened by V x = fhx; ziigis bounded and satises kUx   V xkXd   kUxkXd +  kxkXfor all x 2 X. Therefore,kV xkXd  (kUk +  kUk + ) kxkX :This establishes the upper frame bound. For the lower bound, observe that SU = I, sokI   SV k  kSk kU   V k  kSk ( kUk + ) < 1:Therefore SV is invertible, and k(SV ) 1k  (1   ( kUk + ) kSk) 1. Finally, if we setT = (SV ) 1S then TV = I, andkxkX  kTk kV xkXd  kSk1  ( kUk + ) kSk kV xkXd :This gives the desired lower bound: 1kSk   ( kUk + ) kxkX  kV xkXd :The hypotheses in Theorem 1 are natural from the point of view of perturbation ofoperators: they mean that the operator U   V is relatively bounded with respect to U [K,p. 181]. In Section 4 we apply this result to Hilbert frames.For atomic decompositions, we can perturb inX instead of X 0. Our result is a \Paley-Wiener Theorem for atomic decompositions" [Y, p. 38].Theorem 2. Suppose that Xd has an absolutely continuous norm. Let (fyig; fxig)be an atomic decomposition of X with respect to Xd with bounds A, B. Let fwig  X.If there exist ,   0 such that(a) + B < 1, and(b) P ci (xi wi)X  P ci xiX+ kfcigkXd for any nite sequence fcig 2 Xd,then there exists a family fzig  X 0 such that (fzig; fwig) is an atomic decomposition ofX with respect to Xd with bounds A (1 + ( + B)) 1, B (1   ( + B)) 1. Moreover,
perturbations of banach frames 5fwig is a basis for X if and only if fxig is a basis for X.Proof. Because of the assumption that Xd has an absolutely continuous norm, theseriesPhx; yiiwi is convergent for any x 2 X. If we dene T :X ! X by Tx =Phx; yiiwi,then kx  TxkX   kxkX +  kfhx; yiigkXd  ( + B) kxkXfor all x 2 X. Therefore kI   Tk < 1, so T is invertible. Dene zi = (T 1)yi. Thenx = TT 1x = XhT 1x; yiiwi = Xhx; ziiwi:Further,AkTk kxkX  A kT 1xkX  kfhT 1x; yiigkXd  B kT 1xkX  B kT 1k kxkX ;so (fzig; fwig) is an atomic decomposition ofX with respect toXd. Since kTk  1++Band kT 1k  (1  (+ B)) 1, the bounds are as claimed.Finally, assume that fxig is a basis for X. Then fxig and fyig are biorthonormal, soTxj =PhT 1Txj ; yiiwi = wj . Therefore fwig is a basis since T is invertible. Conversely,if fwig is a basis then T 1 maps it onto fxig.In the terminology of Kato [K, p. 181], the hypotheses in Theorem 2 are that theoperator K:D(K)  Xd ! X dened by Kfcig = P ci (xi   wi) is relatively boundedwith respect to the operator fcig 7! P ci xi. It is natural to call K the \perturbationoperator," since, as we have seen, conditions on K imply that \fwig inherits decompositionproperties from fxig."We point out some consequences of Theorem 2. First, specic choices of  and  giveconditions in the style of classic results on basis perturbation.Corollary 3. Let (fyig; fxig) be an atomic decomposition of X with respect to Xdwith bounds A, B. Assume that Xd, X 0d satisfy:(a) Xd has an absolutely continuous norm,(b) X 0d is a solid Banach space of scalar-valued sequences, and(c) the action of fcig 2 X 0d on fbig 2 Xd is given by hfbig; fcigi =P bi ci.
6 ole christensen and christopher heilIf fwig  X is such that R = kfkxi   wikXgkX0d < 1B ;then there exists a family fzig  X 0 such that (fzig; fwig) is an atomic decomposition ofX with respect to Xd with bounds A (1 +RB) 1, B (1 RB) 1.Proof. The hypotheses imply thatXi ci (xi   wi)X  R kfcigkXdfor any nite sequence fcig 2 Xd. Therefore we can apply Theorem 2 with  = 0 and = R.A drawback of Corollary 3 is that it generally does not apply to the problem ofperturbing the mother wavelet of a coherent state atomic decomposition. These are themost important practical incarnations of atomic decompositions. A coherent state atomicdecomposition has xi = (gi)x, where  is a representation of a group G on X such thateach (g) is a bijective isometry of X onto itself, fgig is a discrete set in G, and x 2 X is thegenerator or, by an abuse of terminology, the mother wavelet. (See [HW] for examples oftypical groups and representations). When the mother wavelet x is perturbed, say to w, wehave k(gi)x  (gi)wkX  kx wkX . Hence kfk(gi)x  (gi)wkXgkX0d will typically beinnite. On the other hand, the hypotheses of Theorem 2 can still be applicable (we discussthis further in the Hilbert space setting following Corollary 6). Feichtinger and Grochenig[FG] have proved some perturbation results for coherent state atomic decompositions. Thenovelty of Theorem 2 is its general formulation and proof.We say that a sequence fxig  X is a Bessel sequence for X 0 with respect to X 0d ifthere exists a constant D such thatkfhxi; yigkX0d  D kykX0 for all y 2 X 0:The constant D is the Bessel bound. The following additional consequence of Theorem 2is motivated by a useful result about Riesz bases in Hilbert spaces [Hi].Corollary 4. Let (fyig; fxig) be an atomic decomposition of X with respect to Xdwith bounds A, B, and such that fxig is a Bessel sequence for X 0 with respect to X 0d with
perturbations of banach frames 7Bessel bound D. Assume that Xd, X 0d satisfy hypotheses (a), (b), and (c) of Corollary 3.Assume that there exists a family fTkg of bounded operators on X and scalars aik so thatxi   wi = Xk aik Tkxi for each i:If (a) ak = supi jaikj <1 for each k, and(b) P ak kTkk < (BD) 1,then there exists a family fzig  X 0 such that (fzig; fwig) is an atomic decomposition ofX with respect to Xd with bounds A (1 +BDPak kTkk) 1, B (1 BDP ak kTkk) 1.Proof. Given a nite sequence fcig 2 Xd, we haveXi ci (xi   wi)X = Xi ci Xk aik TkxiX  Xk kTkkXi ci aik xiX :Fix any k. Then Xi ci aik xiX = supkykX0=1 Xi ci aik hxi; yi= supkykX0=1 jhfcig; faik hxi; yigij kfcigkXd supkykX0=1 kfaik hxi; yigkX0d Dak kfcigkXd ;where we have used the fact that X 0d is solid. HenceXi ci (xi   wi)X  DXk ak kTkk kfcigkXdfor every nite sequence fcig 2 Xd. We can therefore apply Theorem 2 with  = 0 and = D P ak kTkk.3. Duality for atomic decompositions. If fxig is a basis for X with coecientfunctionals fyig then fyig is a basis for spanfyig  X 0 with coecient functions fxig  X 00.We investigate the analogous question for atomic decompositions.
8 ole christensen and christopher heilTheorem 5. Let (fyig; fxig) be an atomic decomposition of X with respect to Xd.Assume Xd, X 0d satisfy:(a) Xd is solid,(b) X 0d is a Banach space of scalar-valued sequences,(c) the action of fcig 2 X 0d on fbig 2 Xd is given by hfbig; fcigi =P bi ci, and(d) X 0d has an absolutely continuous norm.If fxig is a Bessel sequence for X 0 with respect to X 0d then (fxig; fyig) is an atomicdecomposition of X 0 with respect to X 0d.Proof. The hypotheses given imply that P ci yi converges in X 0 for every fcig 2 X 0d.In particular, since fxig is a Bessel sequence, if y 2 X 0 is xed then fhxi; yig 2 X 0d, soPhxi; yi yi converges in X 0. Moreover, if x 2 X thenDx; Xhxi; yi yiE = DXhx; yiixi; yE = hx; yi:Hence Phxi; yi yi = y for each y 2 X 0.It remains only to show that there is a constant C such that C kykX0  kfhxi; yigkX0dfor all y 2 X 0. However, if y 2 X 0 thenkykX0 = supkxkX=1 jhx; yij= supkxkX=1 Xhx; yii hxi; yi supkxkX=1 kfhx; yiigkXd kfhxi; yigkX0d B kfhxi; yigkX0d ;so the proof is complete.The Bessel sequence hypothesis is clearly necessary. For example, suppose (fyig; fxig)is an atomic decomposition of X with respect to Xd and that fwjg is not a Bessel sequencefor X 0 with respect to X 0d. Dene zj = 0 for each j; then (fyig [ fzjg; fxig [ fwjg) is anatomic decomposition of X with respect to Xd, although (fxig [ fwjg; fyig [ fzjg) is notan atomic decomposition of X 0 with respect to X 0d.
perturbations of banach frames 94. Frame decompositions in Hilbert spaces. In this section we consider the caseX = H, a separable Hilbert space, and Xd = `2. For Hilbert frames, it is customary to usea denition of frame bounds slightly dierent from the one we gave for Banach frames inDenition 2. In particular, if fxig is a Hilbert frame then the norm equivalence betweenkxkH and kfhx; xiigk`2 is usually writtenA kxk2H  Xi jhx; xiij2  B kxk2H for all x 2 H; (2)with these A, B called the frame bounds. For clarity, we will refer to A, B given by(2) as Hilbert frame bounds; they are the squares of the Banach frame bounds given inDenition 2.First we prove an important consequence of Theorem 1.Corollary 6. Let fxig be a Hilbert frame with Hilbert frame bounds A, B. Letfwig  H. If there is an R < A such thatXi jhx; xi   wiij2  R kxk2H for all x 2 H; (3)then fwig is a Hilbert frame with Hilbert frame bounds A (1 pR=A)2, B (1+pR=B)2.Proof. Let f ~xig be the dual frame of fxig. If we dene Sfcig =P ci ~xi, then (fxig; S)is a Banach frame for H with respect to `2 with Banach frame bounds pA, pB. Bystandard Hilbert space arguments [DS],Xi ci ~xiH  1pA kfcigk`2for every sequence fcig 2 `2. Therefore, we can apply Theorem 1 with  = 0 and  = pRto obtain (pA  pR) kxkH  Xi jhx;wiij21=2  (pB +pR) kxkH :In most cases it is more dicult to verify the lower frame condition than the upperone. Corollary 6 shows that \the dicult problem reduces to the easier one in the caseof perturbation": the family fwig is a frame if the dierence fxi  wig satises the uppercondition with a suciently small bound. Note that this is a weaker hypothesis than the
10 ole christensen and christopher heilstandard basis-type assumption thatP kxi wik2H < A. In particular, this latter hypothe-sis cannot be applied to the problem of perturbing the mother wavelet x of a coherent stateframe f(gi)xg. However, Corollary 6 does apply to this problem: it states that f(gi)wgis a frame if the set of coherent states f(gi)(x   w)g generated by x   w is a Besselsequence with bound less than A. As noted above, establishing that f(gi)(x   w)g is aBessel sequence is usually not a dicult matter. For example, Favier and Zalik [FZ] obtainsuch results explicitly for the case of Gabor frames (frames where  is the Schroedingerrepresentation of the Heisenberg group on L2(R)). For applications of Corollary 6 to otherproblems in irregular sampling and wavelet theory, we refer to [FZ] and [C3].We have already remarked on the importance of the perturbation operator K. ForHilbert frames we are able to prove another result where K plays the main role.Theorem 7. Let fxig be a Hilbert frame for H, and let fwig  H. If Kfcig =P ci (wi   xi) is compact as an operator from `2 into H, then fwig is a Hilbert frame forspanfwig.Proof. Dene T : `2 ! H by Tfcig =P ci xi. Since fxig is a frame, we know that Tis bounded. In fact, kTk2  B, the upper Hilbert frame bound for fxig. Hence V = T +Kis a bounded operator from `2 into H. If x 2 H then we computeX jhx;wiij2 = kV xk2H  kT +Kk2 kxk2H  B 1 + kKkpB  kxk2H :This establishes that fwig satises an upper frame bound. The hypothesis that K iscompact will give us the existence of the lower frame bound, but it will not give a concretevalue.By [C1, Theorem 2.1], to show the existence of the lower frame bound for fwig, itsuces to show that the \frame operator" V V  for fwig is surjective. Now,V V  = S + TK +KT  +KK;where S = TT  is the frame operator for fxig. The operator(TK +KT  +KK)S 1is compact, so the operator (TK+KT +KK)S 1+I has closed range [R, Theorem 4.23].Composing this with S, we see that V V  also has closed range.
perturbations of banach frames 11Now consider V V  as an operator on the closed subspace spanfwig. Here V V  isinjective: if x 2 spanfwig and V V x = 0 thenP jhx;wiij2 = hV V x; xi = 0, whence x = 0.Since V V  has a closed range we therefore have Range(V V ) = (N(V V ))? = spanfwig.Thus V V  is surjective, as desired, and hence fwig is a frame for spanfwig.In particular, fwig is a frame for spanfwig if P kxi   wik2H < 1. By Corollary 6we know that if P kxi   wik2H < A (the lower Hilbert frame bound for fxig) then fwigis a frame for H, and therefore spanfwig = H. However, if we have merely the equalityP kxi   wik2H = A, it may happen that spanfwig 6= H. For example, let fxig be anorthonormal basis for H, and set w1 = 0, wi = xi for i > 1.Also, note that the condition (3) in Corollary 6 is precisely the statement that kKk <pA. If kKk  pA then fwig need not be a frame for spanfwig. For example, if fxig isan orthonormal basis for H and we set wi = xi + xi+1, then kKk = A = 1 but fwig is nota frame for spanfwig = H.Our nal result establishes the relation between Hilbert frames and atomic decompo-sitions in Hilbert spaces. Note that if fyig is a Hilbert frame for H then (fyig; f~yig) is anatomic decomposition of H with respect to `2, where f~yig is the dual frame of fyig. Theconverse requires additional hypotheses.Theorem 8. Let (fyig; fxig) be an atomic decomposition of H with respect to `2.Then the following statements hold.(a) fyig is a Hilbert frame for H.(b) If fxig is a Bessel sequence for H with respect to `2 then it is a Hilbert framefor H.(c) Assume fxig is a Bessel sequence for H with respect to `2. Dene U; V :H ! `2by Ux = fhx; xiig and V x = fhx; yiig. Then fxig is the dual frame of fyig if and only ifRange(U) = Range(V ).Proof. Statement (a) follows immediately from the denition. For (b), the lower framebound follows from Theorem 5, or directly from the computationkxk4H = Xi hx; yii hxi; xi2  Xi jhx; yiij2 Xi jhxi; xij2  B2 kxk2H Xi jhxi; xij2:Finally, for (c), note that the reconstruction formula (1) implies UV = V U = I.
12 ole christensen and christopher heilLet E = Range(U). Since U is injective and UV U = U , we have (UV )jE = IjE. IfE = Range(V ), this implies UV V = V . Therefore, given x 2 H,fhx; yiig = V x = UV V x = fhV V x; xiig = fhx; V V xiig:In particular, we must have yi = V V xi, whence xi = (V V ) 1yi and fxig is the dualframe of fyig. Conversely, if fxig is the dual frame of fyig then V x = UV V x, soRange(V ) = Range(U) since V V is invertible.It need not be the case that fxig is the dual frame of fyig even if (fyig; fxig) is anatomic decomposition of H with respect to `2 and fxig is a Bessel sequence. For example,let fyig and fzjg be two frames for H. Dene wj = 0 for each j. Then (fyig[fzjg; f~yig[fwjg) is an atomic decomposition of H with respect to `2, but the dual frame of fyig[fzjgis f~yig [ f~zjg.We close with a note about convergence. The hypotheses on Xd, X 0d used in most ofthe results were needed to ensure that series such as P ci yi converge unconditionally forevery fcig in the appropriate sequence space. In the Hilbert setting, we know that if fyigis a Hilbert frame thenP ci yi converges unconditionally in H for every fcig 2 `2. In fact,this is true if fyig is merely a Bessel sequence for H with respect to `2.Moreover, if fyig is an arbitrary sequence in H andP ci yi converges unconditionally,then Orlicz' Theorem implies P jcij2 kyik2H = P kci yik2H < 1. Therefore, if fyig isnorm-bounded below (meaning inf kyikH > 0), then P jcij2 <1.In particular, if fyig is a Bessel sequence for H with respect to `2 and fyig is norm-bounded below, thenfcig 2 `2 () X ci yi converges unconditionally in H:It would be useful to similarly characterize unconditional convergence in the Banach spacesetting.Acknowledgments. We thank Fred Andrew, John Benedetto, Hans Feichtinger,Karlheinz Grochenig, Henrik Stetkr and David Walnut for valuable discussions and in-sights.
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